Chinese calligraphy handwriting (CCH): a case of rehabilitative awakening of a coma patient after stroke
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Introduction: This study investigated the efficacy of Chinese calligraphy handwriting (CCH) for the awakening of patients under a vegetative state after stroke. The theories, the instrument, and the treatment protocols were reported. A single case of a severe stroke patient who was in a coma state for 2 years is presented in this study. The objectives were to apply finger writing as a new method to awaken a stroke patient in a coma state and to test the effect of this method in improving the patient’s vegetative states over time.

Case presentation: A 55-year-old man suffered a severe stroke in 2004 which left him in a coma for 2 years without any systematic rehabilitation. A culture-based finger-writing method of visual-spatial intervention was then applied to improve his condition. The writing tasks involved aided viewing and finger tracing of sets of innovative characters with enriched visual-spatial and movement characteristics. Following regular treatment protocols involving diverse movement and sensory feedback, the patient was awakened after 12 months. As a consequence, the patient showed significant behavioral changes favoring enhanced focusing, alertness, visual scan, visual span, and quickened visual and motor responses. The treatment continued for another 12 months. As the treatment progressed, we gradually observed improvements in his attention span and mental concentration. His eye ball movements – the left eye in particular – were quickened and showed wider visual angularity in his focal vision. Currently, the patient can now watch television, engage in improved visual sighting, and focus on visual-spatial and cognitive-linguistic materials.

Conclusion: This CCH method of training by finger tracking has shown its effectiveness in awakening the patient from his coma state and in producing long-term, clinical outcomes that were similar from those that took place 10 years ago. This finding supports the efficacy of the system for clinical improvement of the patient’s conditions.
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Plain language summary

Calligraphy therapy involves handwriting of Chinese characters with a brush, which entails the marking of visual-spatial properties of the characters. This writing process activates and facilitates positive changes in the practitioner’s physiological, cognitive, and emotional well-being with proven therapeutic and rehabilitative success. The effective improvements include behavioral, neuro-cognitive, and somatic disorders or diseases such as posttraumatic stress disorder, autism, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, Alzheimer’s disease, depression, and strokes. In this study, we employed Chinese calligraphy handwriting training to a stroke patient in a severe state of coma for 2 years. After 9 months of such calligraphy handwriting, the patient woke up from his coma state and showed behavior changes in the predicted direction.
His conditions have remained stable in the past 10 years. The areas of improvement have included visual attention, mental concentration, quickened reactions, and wider visual span. A unique approach of finger writing was adopted in the effective treatment of this patient’s vegetative states.

**Introduction**

In our everyday speech, the word “coma” is often used in a general way to cover a wide range of conditions in which individuals have suffered brain injury, leaving them with no consciousness at all or with very limited consciousness.

We read or hear about celebrities, sports stars who are said to be in a “coma” for months or years, but they may probably be in a vegetative or minimally conscious state. It is very unusual for a coma to last more than a few weeks at most. People in a coma are completely unresponsive. They do not move, do not react to light or sound, and cannot feel pain. Their eyes are closed. The brain responds to extreme trauma by effectively “shutting down.”

After a few days or weeks in a coma, they may “wake up” to full consciousness with relatively little damage. If they have very severe brain injuries, they may move from coma into a vegetative or minimally conscious state.

In a vegetative state, they are still unconscious. They have no awareness of themselves or their environment. Patients in the “vegetative state” may have their eyes open and have involuntary movements of parts of their body or make reflex responses to loud noises or even occasional words. After 4 weeks, they are said to be in a “prolonged” vegetative state. If they remain in a vegetative state for several months after brain damage for 1 year after a traumatic brain injury, the chances of recovering consciousness are very low, and they are said to be in a “permanent” vegetative state.

In the areas of treatment and rehabilitation for coma recovery, brain stimulation such as fMRI, sound, light, and drug treatments has been the main system of the coma intervention. The ultimate goals are to act upon the arousal system in the cerebral cortex of the brain responsible for perception, thought, and cognitive behavior. There are growing efforts to support cognitive-linguistic therapies for people with language deficits after stroke in terms of neuro-linguistic and cognitive-neural therapies, such as visual-spatial rehabilitation for deficits associated with right hemisphere stroke in favor of the alternative conditions with cognitive rehabilitation.\(^1\) We need to examine the therapeutic factors and patient characteristics that optimize the clinical outcomes of cognitive rehabilitation. We seek long-term studies to determine its efficacy in restoring function.

In this paper, we introduce a unique, innovative, and culture-based calligraphy training as an effective system of cognitive neural therapy and rehabilitation for stroke patients. In addition, we do so by applying this evidence-based intervention in a single case of severe stroke patient from coma to vegetative awakening, which was the purpose and aim of this investigation.

**Theory**

A conceptual framework has been advanced to highlight a systematic analysis of the Chinese characters’ structural components and their role in the act of character writing within a dynamic behavioral cybernetic system.\(^2,3\)

This writing involves the visual-spatial relations and the numerous and diverse components of Chinese characters that directly connect and promote the connections of cranial nerves. Stimulation of the cerebrum should be able to strengthen with the multidimensional visual-spatial relations, combination, variation, shape differences, and so forth. Early research discovered that Chinese character writing has the function of brain cognitive activation, which may be concerned with the functional plasticity of human cerebral cortex. When processing the visual-spatial configurations of Chinese character forms at writer’s cortical level, the writing activity constitutes reproduction, restoration, and processing of visual perception processing. This action can therefore initiate the activation function to be advantageous and facilitative to the operation of cognitive activity, and further mold and enhance the functions of related cortical substrates.\(^4,5\)

**The Chinese calligraphy handwriting (CCH) therapy**

CCH involves visual perception of the character, spatial structuring of the character, cognitive planning, and maneuvering of the brush to follow specific character configurations. In recent years, it has been gradually established as an indigenous and complementary practice that is capable of improving people’s behavioral, psychosomatic, as well as clinical conditions. These include attention and concentration, physical relaxation, and emotional stabilization. Successful treatments with this intervention have been obtained with patients of strokes,\(^6\) Alzheimer’s disease,\(^3\) cancer,\(^7\) and posttraumatic stress disorder.\(^8\)

In one case study, four stroke patients with a history of affected right side were treated with CCH intervention. The results of the pre- and posttreatment suggested that there were significant improvements in palm strength of the
affected hand and quicker response time in their fine motor coordination tasks.\(^6\)

The theoretical framework for calligraphy treatment is threefold.\(^8,9\) First is the sensory feedback: the individual receives sensory feedback from the graphic record while practicing calligraphy. Second is the bio-emotional feedback: calligraphy involves the movement of the arms and the body as the guide to regulate their movements. Finally, the cognitive feedback: the subjective experiences of heightened attention, alertness, and quickened responses during the writing acts.\(^5,8\)

A suitable approach to brush handwriting especially for the stroke patients involves integration of multilevel feedback when designing the writing tasks, task materials, and training protocols, as well as some caring specifications, facilities, and training procedures similar to those used for the handicapped.\(^10\) Therefore, we adopted a conceptual principle of social feedback in task operation.\(^11\)

This is done by a caregiver holding the hand of the patient to perform the brush writing act of the characters or to engage in finger writing in order for the patient to benefit from the tactile and motion feedback that is generated by the acts of finger writing.

The cognitive-neural foundations
We have identified several previous studies in the literature that provided the cortical foundations for the practice of the visual-tactile feedback in finger writing for stroke recovery.

Study group 1
Studies of some individuals in whom the intercortical pathways were sectioned with the objective of controlling convulsions showed that the cortical association neurons connecting the two sides of the brain have a significant role in determining the patient’s responses to visual, auditory, and tactile stimuli, with each channel being similarly affected by the task operations concerned.\(^12\)

It was reported that extensive destruction of most of the neural connections between the two cerebral cortices produces either no diminution or at least an inconsistent diminution – of the patients’ ability to transfer the motor habits learned by use of the preferred side to the opposite side of the body.\(^13\)

The following conclusions are evident: the neural integrative functions of the cortex in learning are closely bound to the specific reactive and psychophysical mechanisms of the sensory and motor projection areas of the brain. This implies that the use of one hand to perform a writing task would not hinder the reactive and physical learning mechanism of the cortex by the fingering act.

Study group 2
Recent neuroimaging research has focused on CCH and brain activation studies.\(^14\) Valid resting-state fMRI data were collected from the CCH and control participants. The CCH individuals showed better neural functions of updating and inhibition, but the two groups did not differ in shifting. The CCH group also showed stronger resting-state functional connectivity than the control group in the brain areas involved in updating and inhibition. These results suggested that long-term CCH training may be associated with improvements in specific aspects of the executive functions and the strengthened neural networks in related brain regions. This means that finger-writing would also facilitate this functional effectiveness of the brain as compared with that observed in the brush CCH training.

Study group 3
Some recent research studies have confirmed the neuroplasticity of the handwriting act. Specific findings have shown that white matter and gray matter changes occur accordingly after handwriting acts have been performed.\(^15–21\) Of particular interest to the calligraphy study is that the CCH and the control groups did not differ in intracranial volume. Compared to the control subjects, the CCH group showed a smaller cingulate gyrus volume (CGV). Previous studies\(^15–21\) discovered that the cingulate cortex is involved in the process of visual stimulus, pre-motor planning, and memory, which are vital in the CCH training. As the CCH subjects all started the exercise at a very young age, this may have promoted the efficiency of neurons in the cingulate gyrus. A smaller CGV in the CCH groups suggested that long-term CCH practice may reshape the brain structure by increasing the efficiency of the neural activity.\(^22\)

An application of fingerwriting as a writing task would be expected to produce and enrich similar cortical change derived from these neuroplasticity studies reported above.

Calligraphy as visual art
Study group 4
Chinese calligraphy is long regarded as a unique form of visual art, and as such, its esthetic properties deserve close examination from a neuroscience perspective. A recent study has investigated the neural responses of viewing the three forms of oil paintings, that is, the “representational,” the “indeterminate,” and the “abstract” forms through the fMRI analyses. The representational paintings, the form with the
least visual indeterminacy, turned out to be the most salient and stimulating type of the three types of paintings in terms of cortical activations.\textsuperscript{23}

Their results showed that the subjects recognized familiar objects faster in representational than in both the indeterminate and abstract paintings. This activation was found within a distributed cortical network that includes visual, parietal, limbic, and prefrontal regions. In plain language, the representational paintings, which depict scenes cluttered with familiar objects, evoked stronger activation than the indeterminate and abstract paintings in higher-tier visual areas. It was suggested that perception of familiar content in art works is mediated by object recognition, memory recall, and mental imagery, cognitive processes that evoke activation within a distributed cortical network.

Chinese calligraphy is the most orthodox, determinate, and invariant form of art, which is above and beyond the representational visual form of the paintings. This is so by virtue of the character’s structure, complexity as well as its graphic and linguistic forms. Chinese calligraphy training has been found to be capable of enhancing precisely such neuro-cognitive effects. It is a visual art with the fullest of visual invariability much beyond the representational paintings. Understandably, it functions more effectively than the three oil paintings in terms of the cortical activation of the brain. These findings can strengthen the neuro-cognitive impacts of the calligraphy training from a visual arts perspective.

Calligraphy as implied motion
In the arts field, an important element is implied motion, which can be suggested visually in a variety of ways: through the use of diagonal, gestural, and directional lines; repetition; position and size of objects; the position or implied eyeline of a figure, a symbolic representation of movement, and so on. The implied motion in calligraphy writing involves cognitively tracking, following or forward-recalling the established paths of the character strokes as well as the unit of the character construction. Upon executing the strokes, the writer performs real-time action of writing while at the same time mentally recalling and retrieving the ensuing parts of the character by the writing action. For the whole character, the writer mentally imagines the structure of the character and makes action plans before the specific actions. This form of implied motion comprises the dynamic processes of mental preparation, real-time execution, as well as post-task feedback of the motions and related visual results. Through this sequence, he trains the skill of writing, is rehearsing the writing act, and is fed back as his graphic, cognitive, neural as well as behavioral outcomes.

Several recent studies have examined the nature of neural and cognitive mechanisms of the real motion and implied motion that have direct relevance to the act or viewing of calligraphy writing.

Study group 5
One study on the increase of brain functional plasticity from learning real painting could be seen also from the learning experience of implied motions. This shows that learning effects from real painting could be generalized to unlearned painting by confirming that a positive transfer of learned activities, can be observed in increased functional plasticity.\textsuperscript{24}

When this finding is applied to calligraphy training, the real movement or implied movement is actually shared in the same neural network in the brain, and therefore, the effects in neuronal activation must be a combined impact from both dynamic real and implied motions included in the calligraphic act showing cumulated cerebral excitation and stimulation. These may be the reasons behind the enormous impacts we have found in our past research and clinical applications of practicing calligraphy.

Study group 6
Another study\textsuperscript{25} found that brain regions involved in visual analysis of motion are also engaged in processing implied dynamic information from static images. They also found stronger cortical fMRI activation during the viewing of a static object image with implied motion than the viewing of object image without implied motion. These results suggest that brain regions involved in the visual analysis of motion are also engaged in processing implied dynamic motion from static images.\textsuperscript{25} This indicates that since calligraphy writing involves real as well as implied motions, it is natural to see some added, facilitating cognitive effects of the practice. Our past work on calligraphy treatments has confirmed such observations.

Brain activation with implied motion
Study group 7
Another study examined the neural connectivity and plasticity during the observation of a classic oil painting – Michelangelo’s frescos – with and without implied motion.\textsuperscript{26}

The findings showed that observation of implied motion in a painting specifically reduces the activity of inhibitory (PMd–M1) connections. On the contrary, the (PMd–M1) facilitatory connections were not affected during the observation of the painting. The results suggest that observation of implied motion in a painting modulates (PMd–M1) connectivity and plasticity. These results are consistent in that
art with implied motion might be used as a plasticity-based intervention in rehabilitation.

These findings lend strong support to our own findings on the effects of calligraphy training in enhancing neural connectivity and plasticity in that this act involves both real and implied motions in the dynamic character-based writing processes. This suggests the role and functions of implied motions in the practice of calligraphy writing. In fact, our effective treatments with a number of disorders and disease attest to the nature of calligraphy as visual art, along with added health benefits therein.

These studies reviewed above offer an excellent integration of background and theoretical foundations to the design of a unique system of treatment of a single case of a vegetated stroke patient using finger writing as a new tactile feedback system of rehabilitation.

This system consists of the strengths of cognitive neural mechanisms, visual arts advances, as well as cognitive and behavioral activation in the context of implied motion for calligraphy practice. This effort constitutes the core of our confidence in forecasting calligraphic training as a valuable innovation as well as a productive system of rehabilitation.

Written informed consent was obtained from the patient’s family for publication of this report and any accompanying images. All persons in photograph consented to the publication of their image.

Case presentation
The patient at the age of 55 years suffered a severe stroke and was treated with neurosurgery, but did not make any progress in awakening from his coma. No cognitive or behavioral interventions were available as part of the medical treatment. His family approached our research team for developing an innovative system of rehabilitation. For 2 years after the stroke incident, the patient was totally unresponsive to any known treatment system.

Case expectations
On the basis of the current status of the CCH research as well as the vast related research on handwriting and neural esthetics as reviewed in previous sections, we predicted the outcomes from the application of the finger writing treatment of a single case of a severe stroke patient in the coma state:
1. Awakening from a coma state after 2 years of the patient’s stroke
2. General improvement of his motor control and manipulations
3. Higher visual scanning and visual span
4. Increased attention span and alertness, and concentration
5. Increased eye fixations, focusing, as well as broad watching activities
6. Improved patient’s subjective well-being during the caring period

The method
The design of different types of writing instruments in use today provides different sources of visual, tactile, and kinesthetic feedback effects of the writing tasks. The practice of finger writing with tactile feedback and visual feedback was adopted for this treatment. On the basis of literature review, a recent pilot study investigating the efficacy of finger writing with respect to some cognitive and physical benefits with enhanced improvements in attention, cognition, heart rate, blood pressure, and skin temperature has been reported.

The present stroke rehabilitation course followed a sequence involving three depths of the carved grooves of the characters: 4 mm depth for the first month; 2 mm depth for the second month, and 0 mm depth (plane) for the third month. But due to the patient’s physical conditions, the 0 mm depth of the characters was not implemented. Each character was mounted onto a plastic board to provide tactile, motor, and visual tracks when tracing by the index finger sensorimotor feedback throughout the treatment course before the patient’s initial awakening (Figures 1 and 2).

The fourth month was planned at enhancing the patient’s cognitive abilities and functions as well as fine motor skills with a real brush for handwriting calligraphy. It would require suitable arm and finger dexterity for clinical implementation. The patient did not reach such a state of his conditions throughout the treatment duration. Therefore, we ran a 3-month cycle only for the finger writing training.

The 3-month treatment had 3–5 sessions a week, which was as much as could be arranged with the patient. There were 4 consecutive weeks to a month, and there were 4 months to the course. At the end of the treatment period, the whole course was to be repeated all over again for the same patient for another 4 months or until he was awakened at some stage. Then after this training, the whole protocol was repeated for another two cycles until the patient’s awakening after the 9 months.

The original design of this unique full 4 months finger and brush writing protocol for this single case stroke patient consists of 40 character plates for the finger writing tasks. Each plate had one character within an 8”x6” plastic frame. There were two different character plates that were used for each training session, five repetitions of each character for a
total of 10 character finger writing were performed for each training session. The schedule included 3–5 sessions per week and 4 weeks per month.

The first month protocol had the characters grooved at 4 mm in depth for all the plates, while the second month followed the same protocol but with a 2 mm depth for all the characters. The third month had the protocol using flat or 0 mm character depth for all characters.

Throughout the cycle of treatment, the patient was aided by two assistants, with one holding the patient’s writing hand to guide the finger movements for writing action and another helping the patient by opening his eyes during the session. The fourth month had the writing with a brush in actual writing action that adopted the same treatment strategy (Figures 1 and 2).

**The patient**

The patient had a severe stroke in early January 2004. His condition remained severe and unstable for more than a year. During this period, we could neither do anything for him,
nor could the team of medical doctors in Hong Kong that looked after him. In March 2005, his condition stabilized. He was transferred from the acute hospital to a rehabilitation hospital. But his physical condition remained very weak and almost could not allow him to survive; neither could we apply any kind of therapy nor exercise other than daily sit-ups or sleep.

The patient takes a dosage of muscle relaxant and hypertensive drugs at 1:00 PM daily and then goes to sleep afterward for a few hours. He seldom engages in voluntary activities out of his own volition, but does engage in passive responses to some stimulation from other people. He does, however, show eye pursuits with objects or people around him occasionally. Physically, he maintains good and stable physical health, some voluntary motions, and is able to attend to voices and sound stimuli from time to time. He has been in such a condition consistently for the past 10 years.

The treatment
Below is an onsite account from the spouse and carers of the patient on their observations of the patient’s physiotherapy and calligraphy therapy. She reported that:

Nothing helped in waking up the patient, including physiotherapy, but only the calligraphy-treatment. Before the first calligraphy-training session, the patient had already been doing physiotherapy with the help of the caregivers with some physical exercises in order to keep and strengthen the physical condition of his body. During that time, the patient showed no response at all, except in one of his fingers. When we were holding his hand, there was a slight response and weak strength from this finger.

This was the reason we started to design calligraphy treatment plan with finger tactile writing movements therapy for the first 3 months with three different levels of strength of tactile feedback, and the last month was brush writing therapy for cognitive and fine motor controls if the stroke patient could perform with the help of the caregivers to guide his brush-holding acts.

In 2007 we received the permission to invite Professor Kao’s team to treat the patient for therapy and rehabilitation. Unfortunately, the arrangement of pre- and post-fMRI or DTI-fMRI measures for the patient by his medical doctors in the hospital was not possible at that period, so it was decided to start calligraphy-therapy without brain scanning and only to pursue behavioral observations. Before the treatment, the patient’s physical health remained very weak. He could only sit up with external support. He could not focus his attention on any objects. We suspected that he might have some hearing difficulty but we could not confirm. He could not respond to any external stimulation.

The calligraphy therapy was conducted on the patient with the help of three nursing staff. One helped him to sit up, the second one helped him to position his head upright and direct his attention and focus on the treatment tasks, and the third one held his index finger and ran it through the grooved Chinese characters on the board. Simultaneously, we also spoke out to describe each stroke of the character to him and called out the structure of the character to him while he was performing the finger handwriting exercise. We let him do the above therapy a few times a week if his physical condition allowed. Each session lasted for about 45 minutes to one hour. The character boards were changed occasionally at random. We used only simple characters with easy and simple constructions to facilitate the execution of the writing exercise. There were two boards used for each daily session that cover one character for each board in the training session.

The training tasks involved viewing as well as writing actions integrated during the task performance with repetitions for up to the 45-minutes required. The total duration of the training course lasted for 12 months including 3 last months while the patient was still the rehabilitation hospital. Subsequent to his discharge, the exercise continued for about 9 more months in his home before he finally woke up and regained his consciousness. He went on and continued with this calligraphy intervention regularly for another 12 months intensively following the same protocol and treatment routine for another 12 months before we suspended the exercise, making it a total of 24 months of calligraphy treatment.

After that, the patient was given such training exercise on an occasional and irregular manner.

The awakening took place about two years after the initial 12 months without the calligraphy treatment. By that time, he had turned into a vegetative state of his medical conditions.

Pretreatment: behavioral observations
The patient, who was helped by nursing care staff throughout the treatment duration, was expected to benefit from the finger writing activities and functions, which would stimulate brain response and result in elicited and increased neuroplasticity. The patient’s wife reported on the patient’s conditions that
he had a strong reaction and grumbled a few days after starting treatment, as if we forced him to work hard and did not seem to have enjoyed it. He did not experience good sleep at night, as if he was in a dream state. Now, he can look at her with his eyes.

She also said that the most significant induced changes in this stroke rehabilitation course were “arousal,” “attention,” and “mental concentration,” which was more effective than other rehabilitation methods that he had during this training period.

**Posttreatment: behavioral outcomes**

After starting the calligraphy therapy for the first few days, the patient’s reaction was that he grumbled and complained about the therapy, as though we were forcing him to work hard. He did not seem to be enjoying it. He also did not sleep well at night, possibly due to being over-excited by the treatment. This is unclear to us since he sometimes also had occasional sleepless nights. For a period of about 9 months at the rehabilitation center, we did not notice any improvements on him. We did not know how much he knew what was going on, and how much the finger writing therapy was benefitting him. This practice continued for almost 9 months until he was moved out of the rehabilitation hospital.

Almost after 9 months of calligraphy treatment, we gradually saw the improvements on the patient. His eyes could focus much better on objects displayed in front of him, and his eyesight could move much better and could follow moving objects slowly. He seemed to regain some attention ability. We have noticed significant improvements in his attention span, visual span, and mental concentration. His eye ball movements, in particular the left eye, was much quicker and could see a wider visual span. We observed that “he can now watch television, or focus on the screen of the TV much better.” This is the most significant improvement, and we believe this finger writing therapy had impacted him. Occasionally at night, he even entered into a crying state for about 1 hour, indicating he might have encountered some memories of sad emotions of some kind. We stopped his calligraphy treatment 12 months after its commencement.

The patient now continues to enjoy a wakeful and alerting mental state, regularly and on daily basis, for about 3–4 hours each in late morning, mid-afternoon, and early evening every day. He is now in his 10th year since his awakening in 2007 following 9 months of our finger writing treatment on him. Presently, he is given physical therapy with muscular exercise, arm and leg movements, as well as massage sessions twice a day by the caregivers. In addition, he takes regular medicine for blood pressure and muscle relaxation. Before his finger writing program, he had been already doing physiotherapy, but with a very little improvement as he showed no consequential responses at all. So, we did not believe that the waking effect was due to his physiotherapy. His present day physical exercises on daily practice are needed to maintain his physical strength and muscular comfort and relaxation. Little cognitive changes have been observed due to such therapies.

**The current status of the patient**

For the purpose of updating the status as well as its longer impact of the finger writing training of the patient, we visited the patient, his spouse, and his caring staff in his home on November 10, 2017. Besides interviewing the patient’s wife and staff, we conducted the first calligraphy finger writing session since 2007 in order to gain a first-hand information and observations about the patient. The session lasted 45 minutes.

We were pleasantly surprised with the following observations of the patient during the writing session:

- Clear signs of eye movements
- Eye-tracking taking place in the later stage of the finger writing session
- Eye-opening wider and broader as the session progressed
- Increasing attention to the tasks of writing, hearing the writing instruction from the nursing staff
- Increasing concentration as the tasks continue in the process
- Increasing sign of emotional relaxation and soothing states of the moods
- Relaxed and increased signs of smiles and happiness
- Increased hearing and comprehension of verbal instructions
- More focused attention and eye fixations
- Heightened states of neural-cognitive arousal
- Alerting and quickening of responses to external stimuli such as sounds, voice, movements
- Fully developed signs of emotional stability and memories
- Enhanced processing abilities in perception, cognition, and motoric responses
- Clear signs of his joy, enjoyment, and absorption in these writing activities

We are pleased to share our satisfaction of these and other forms of expression in visual perception, gestural movements, and motoric facilitation. Figures 3–5 present photographs on some of these activities of the patient which confirm the past, lasting effect as well as the patient’s current behavior activities onsite.
Figure 3 Stroke patient’s ability to respond to object from opening his eyes from slim (top left) to moderate (top right) and to full openings (bottom). This took place gradually from the task onset and during early stage of the training session.

Figure 4 Calligraphy training being conducted on the patient with the help of three nursing staff. One helped him to sit up and position his head upright, the second one helped and directed his attention and showed him to focus on the task character (top left), and the third one held his index finger and ran it through the strokes of the Chinese character on the board (top right).

Figure 5 Patient’s eye opening wider and broader in increasing concentration at the task of finger writing with joy (left) and eye fixations on the tasks as the session progressed (right).
Discussion

The significant results of this finger writing therapy for brain stroke rehabilitation are interpreted from the framework of sensorimotor feedback theory. This is learned and practiced by the finger tracing on the groove of the carved Chinese character plates, using the tactile feeling, and the task tracking of feedback control of the sensorimotor movement of the writing finger in order to stimulate brain responses and activation to elicit neuroplasticity. This dynamic practice contributes to the effectiveness of the stroke rehabilitation.

This single case clinical trial has showed that the stroke patient was awakened by the arousal effect induced by a 9-month intensive CCH treatment by finger tracing and stroke tracking which also demonstrated that the patient regained his attention span, visual span, and mental concentration. The most convincing outcome is that the patient can now watch television or focus on the screen of the TV much better. His eye ball movement, particularly his left eye, is much quicker, and his eyes had a wider visual field. This improvement on the patient’s visual span may be explained by the basic theory that is often applied to eye guidance. It is assumed first that the direction and location in space are learned by temporal association between visual and tactile experience, and second, that the two eyes are exactly conjugate in their response to visual stimuli. Findings of previous experiments in binocular synchronization with advanced computer instrumentation revealed precisely that the left eye led the right eye in most of the measures of reading. It substantiates the observations that “outward” movements of the eye were slower than “inward” movements.

This single-trial case has yielded significant findings that are in line with our theoretical predictions of the patient’s behavioral changes through the practice of finger writing system. This is most encouraging, in that for the first time we were able to design, implement, and produce behavioral outcomes that had not been possible before we began. The patient is presently fully awake, able to watch TV programs, showing steady visual and spatial spans, attention span as well as cognitive and emotional concentration.

Conclusion

This is the first reported case of calligraphy therapy in the successful treatment of a severe vegetative patient from coma due to stroke. We have made significant contributions to the following aspects of stroke-related therapy and rehabilitation: 1) awakening the patient from his coma state after 2 years of his clinical vegetation; 2) sustained and long-term improvements of his clinical and behavioral conditions some 10 years after the suspension of the handwriting treatment; 3) retention of the patient’s posttreatment behavioral changes over time; and 4) the efficacy of the innovative system of finger writing intervention as a novel cognitive method of rehabilitation on stroke patient’s recovery and sustained clinical benefits.

Specifically, in relation to the neural foundations of handwriting and vegetative therapy and rehabilitation, we look forward to further confirming the benefits of 1) learning the cortical mechanism of the motor sensory areas of the brain, 2) enhanced functional effectiveness of the brain through the task of finger writing, and 3) increased neuroplasticity of the brain through neuronal changes from this writing task as well as from 4) the facilitated neural esthetic experience that is inherent in the process of calligraphic production and appreciation.

In conclusion, we are pleased that the present study adds to the growing efforts to support cognitive-linguistic therapies for people with language deficits after stroke. In this context, some neuro-linguistic and cognitive-neural therapies such as visual-spatial rehabilitant are important for deficits associated with right hemisphere stroke. The calligraphy handwriting training may provide favorable alternative conditions for cognitive rehabilitation.
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